Become a sponsor for
Adventure for Charity and
make a difference for child
safety in Denmark

ABOUT ADVENTURE FOR CHARITY
Adventure for Charity is a charity initiative, which combines exercise, wanderlust and fellowship with the
common goal of making a difference. Several times a year a group of participants climb, run and trek to
raise money for The Child Accident Prevention Foundation and the initiative The Playtime Heroes. The Playtime Heroes creates active play and movement for 60.000 children between 1-14 years who annually are
hospitalized in Denmark. This is done to both prevent inactivity, help rehabilitate but also provide the child
with some free space from their illness.
Climbing a mountain, running in the desert or trekking in hilly terrain requires training, willpower and
fellowship – and the same things are needed when families with a sick child is trying to get their daily life to
function.
Adventure for Charity has existed since 2015. Since then participants have headed to the top of mountains
such as Mont Blanc, Kilimanjaro and The Atlas Mountains and have ran/trekked in e.g. the desert of Sahara.
Every year new destinations are announced.
The participants are going through a goal-oriented training program, which provides them with skills that
makes them able to face oxygen-poor air, cold, steep mountain sides, hilly terrain and great glaciers all for
the good cause.
The Adventure for Charity expeditions have included a number of famous people and highly profiled executives e.g. the singer Joey Moe, the TV-hostess Cecilie Hother, the former handball-player Rikke Hørlykke,
TV-and radiohost Peter Falktoft and former mayor Pia Allerslev.

FACT
This much has been raised
for Adventure for Charity

2019: 2.400.000 DKK
2018: 1.600.000 DKK
2017: 2.000.000 DKK
2016: 358.685 DKK
2015: 145.400 DKK

WHAT YOUR DONATIONS CONTRIBUTE TO
Besides tough preparation and training prior to the event, the Adventure for Charity-participants also raise
money for The Child Accident Prevention Foundation’s preventive work and the initiative The Playtime
Heroes. Every participant is doing their very best to raise money through e.g. donations, events or sponsorships.

THE CHILD ACCIDENT PREVENTION FOUNDATION

Accidents are the most common cause of death among children at the age between 1-18 years old, and the
cause in ¼ of the deaths is because of an accident. Every year 150.000 children under the age of 15 ends up
in the emergency room due to an accident. This corresponds to a child every 3-4. minute every day.
We are a nonprofit-organization, who by ourselves raises all resources to the Foundation’s preventive work
to increase child safety in Denmark. We will work to create a secure framework for children in their home,
in traffic, in sport and spare time activities without compromising the children’s play, creativity and physical
expression.
Our vision is to make Denmark the leading country in child safety. We provide e.g. information to parents
and grandparents, develops campaigns and learning material to day cares and schools and hold events to
raise the awareness about child safety. We also work determined with motoric skills and movement, because good motoric skills are part of preventing serious injury.

“

Feeling the kindness from friends, family and business relations
trying to help is totally overwhelming. To raise money for The Child
Accident Prevention Foundation might be the most optimal solution I
have ever experienced. You will get challenged, find new friends, and
become part of a giant network and last but not least, you make a
huge difference for all the children you helped raise money for.
– Jesper Palm Lundorf, Head of Security at UN city, participant 2017

THE PLAYTIME HEROES
All children have the right to a life with play and movement – also children who suffers from illness. But a
disease, hospitalization and chronical diagnoses are often associated with great inactivity and loneliness. A
study made by The Child Accident Prevention Foundation shows that over 60 % of the hospitalized children
responds that they are only doing sedentary activities under their hospitalization, similarly half of the
children are located in their wardroom 70% or more of the time.
It can cause major consequences for the hospitalized child’s physical, cognitive and social development and
mean that it is getting more difficult to return to a normal everyday life outside the hospital. Therefore The
Playtime Heroes work to create active play and motion for the around 60.000 children aged 1-14 years, who
are hospitalized every year in Denmark.

BECOME CORPORATE SPONSOR

As a company you can support the Adventure for Charity as a corporate sponsor.

Benefits
Sponsor diploma
Logo on the Adventure for Charity webpage
The possibility of downloading this year’s Adventure for
Charity movie
Logo on the united flag, that goes on the trip
Logo on The Child Accident Prevention Foundation’s webpage
Logo on the individual flag, that goes on the trip
Logo on team-clothing – smaller
Logo on team clothing - behind
A presentation to the company from Adventure for Charity
A talk from a Playtime Hero, which will provide you with an
extraordinary insight into their work with hospitalized
children
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100.000
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500 DKK
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BECOME AN ALTITUDE AND KILOMETRE SPONSOR
The engaged participants in Adventure for Charity wishes to raise as much money as possible to The Child
Accident Prevention Foundation and the Playtime Heroes, and you can help them by becoming their personal
Altitude or Kilometre Sponsor.
As an Altitude or Kilometre Sponsor you pick one or more participants you will support in their struggle
to reach the finish line and fundraising for the good cause. Then you chose the amount you want to
donate for every climbed, ran or trekked meter.
It is a big challenge the Adventure for Charity participants have taken on. Therefore, as an Altitude or Kilometre Sponsor, you can be a driving force supporting the participant on their way
to the finish line. The amount you choose to support with can be up till 2 DKK per altitude
meter or kilometre and down to 0.05 DKK per altitude meter or kilometre. If you support with 0.05 DKK it corresponds to the amount of 295 DKK, if the participant for
example reaches the top on Kilimanjaro, and 209 DKK if it is the top of Toubkal in
the Atlas Mountains.
The altitude or kilometre sponsorship will be charged automatically or can
be paid by collection when the participant reaches the finish line. For corporations an altitude sponsorship generates the same sponsor benefits
as the corporate sponsorship at the equivalent amount.

Donate an amount
for every meter the
participant runs or
climbs. This helps
give the participant
motivation to
reach the top.

BE A PART OF MAKING A DIFFERENCE
As an Adventure for Charity sponsor you are not only a motivating support for a fiery spirit who chooses to go on an adventure
for Charity. You are also part of the efforts for preventing child
accidents and you are making a huge difference for the 60.000
children who every year gets hospitalized in Denmark.

READ MORE:

www.adventureforcharity.dk
www.børneulykkesfonden.dk
www.legeheltene.dk

CONTACT:
Børneulykkesfonden
buf@borneulykkesfonden.dk
30 37 77 22

